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Abstract – There is increasing pressure to share social network 

data and even make it openly accessible. In any case, such 

revelations of individual medical data raise genuine security 

concerns. To mitigate such concerns, it is conceivable to 

anonymize the information before exposure. One well known 

anonymization approach is k-namelessness. There have been no 

assessments of the real re-distinguishing proof likelihood of k-

anonymized informational datasets. In this paper, we shows two 

Anonymization systems for including vertices and edges for 

covering up valuable data. The calculation for including edges 

executes speeder when contrasted with calculation for including 

vertices yet concealing data capacity is more in vertices including 

calculation since it include vertices inferred that it additionally 

include edges so it turns out to be more strong. 

Index Terms – Anonymity techniques, anonymity models, Social 

Network  Data,  privacy preserving algorithm. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The k-anonymity model assumes that person-specific data are 

stored in a table (or a relation) of columns (or attributes) and 

rows (or records). The procedure of anonymizing such a table 

begins with removing all the unequivocal identifiers, for 

example, name and SSN, from the table. The details in the table 

by selecting only some of the columns, we can easily identify 

the complete row of the dataset. For e.g. Most people in the 

united State can be identified by a set of columns name such as 

{GENDER, DOB, and ZIP} 

Subsequently, regardless of whether each quality alone isn't 

sufficiently particular to recognize people, a gathering of 

specific properties together may distinguish a specific person. 

The arrangement of such qualities is called semi identifier. The 

principle target of the k-anonymity demonstrate is in this 

manner to change a table with the goal that nobody can make 

high-likelihood relationship between records in the table and 

the comparing elements. 

To accomplish this objective, the k-anonymity show requires 

that any record in a table be indistinct from in any event (k−1) 

different records regarding the pre-decided semi identifier. A 

gathering of records that are undefined to each other is 

frequently alluded to as an identicalness class. By upholding 

the k-anonymity prerequisite, it is ensured that despite the fact 

that an enemy knows that a k-unknown table contains the 

record of a specific individual and furthermore knows a portion 

of the semi identifier characteristic estimations of the 

individual, he/she can't figure out which record in the table 

compares to the person with a likelihood more noteworthy than 

1/k. For instance, a 3-mysterious adaptation of the table in Fig. 

1 is appeared in Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 1. Patient Table 

 

Fig. 2. Anonymized Patient Table 
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2. K-ANONYMITY 

k-Anonymity could be a formal model of protection [16]. The 

objective is to frame each record unclear from an illustrated 

variety (k) records if tries region unit made to detect the data. 

An arrangement of data is k-anonymized if, for any record with 

a given arrangement of characteristics, there square measure in 

any event k-1 elective records that match these traits. The 

properties can be any of the accompanying sorts.  

Example:  

In the event that the previously mentioned table is to be 

anonymized with Anonymization Level (AL) set to 2 and the 

arrangement of Quasi identifiers as QI = {AGE, SEX, ZIP, 

PHONE}.Sensitive trait = {SALARY}. The quasi identifiers 

and touchy qualities are distinguished by the association as 

indicated by their rules and regulation. 

TABLE I: Table to be Anonymized 

ID Age Sex Zip Phone Salary 

(in Rs.) 

1 24 M 641015 9994258665 78000 

2 23 F 641254 9994158624 45000 

3 45 M 610002 8975864121 85000 

4 34 M 623410 7456812312 20000 

TABLE II: Anonymized Table 

ID Age Sex Zip Phone Salary 

(in Rs.) 

* 20-50 ANY 641*** 999******* 78000 

* 20-50 ANY 641*** 999******* 45000 

* 20-50 ANY 612*** 897******* 85000 

* 20-50 ANY 623*** 745******* 20000 

A. Generalization 

Generalization is the way toward changing over an incentive 

into a less particular general term. For ex, "Male" and "Female" 

can be generalized to "Any". At the accompanying levels 

generalization procedures can be connected.    

B. Suppression  

Suppression comprises in averting delicate information by 

evacuating it. Suppression can be connected at the level of 

single cell, whole tuple, or whole segment, permits diminishing 

the measure of speculation to be forced to accomplish k-

anonymity. 

3. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Xuyun Zhang et al. [16] proposes giving security and assurance 

over the moderate informational collections progress toward 

becoming question issue since enemies may hold smaller scale 

information by distinguishing numerous information records. 

Encryption of all datasets as a rule society arrange called cloud 

take in past frameworks may to a great degree monotonous and 

excessive.  

Mohammad Reza Zare Mirakabad et al. [17] focuses giving 

insurance over the data creation. Under security data use and 

abhorrence of disclosure of individual identity is more basic. 

One of the data anonymization strategies called K-mystery 

keeps the revelation of individual character anyway it is 

generally fail to achieve.  

Min Wu et al. [18] proposes sparing security is most essential 

however a comparable time it is bother in landing of little scale 

data release. In the point of view of quality divulgence K-

anonymity isn't well. So we propose new framework called an 

ordinal partition based affectability mind full varying 

characteristics metric model.  

Yunli Wang et al. [19] proposes k-anonymity fails to achieve 

characteristics disclosure however in l-grouped characteristics 

intends to achieve trademark presentation. Second data 

anonymization method center around cutting the illation from 

freed scaled down scale characteristics.  

Jordi Soria Comas et al. [20] focuses data anonymization 

techniques spare assurance, k-anonymity and €-differential 

security are two rule insurance show. The t-closeness is the 

increase of k-indefinite quality, the advancement of private 

touchy information relies upon Bucketization calculation. 

4. METHODOLOGY 

In this section we present the two Anonymization techniques 

a. Anonymization using graph vertices 

b. Anonymization with graph edges 

C. Anonymization Using Graph Vertices 

In this the vertices are anonymized. The extra vertices are 

intentionally added to the network or chart to conceal the level 

of data show in it. 

D. With Edges Anonymization 

In this the edges are anonymized. The extra edges are 

intentionally added to the network or chart to conceal the level 

of data show in it.  

Including vertices and edges are relied on the k-anonymization 

algorithm.  

For Edges Anonymization – Edges Anonymization calculation 

is utilized. The calculation successfully anonymized the 

information. The algorithm is displayed in fig. 2. 

For Vertex Anonymization – Vertex Anonymization algorithm 

is used. The algorithm effectively anonymized the data. The 

algorithm is presented in fig. 3. 
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Fig. 2. Shows the algorithm of E-Anonymization 

 

Fig. 3. Shows the algorithm of V-Anonymization 

For adding least number of edges in the graph the following 

equation is used: 

If 

 

Then the minization of egdes can be converted into the problem 

of minimization of L1 distance of seuqences of degree of G and 

G’. Based on quation: 

 

Where G is the Graph with E edges and V vertices. 

d is the distance minimum from the source. And G’ is the 

sugraph with E’ and V’ with edges and vertices respectively. 

5. RESULTS 

The analysis are conducted utilizing Eclipse framework on java 

environment. We have exhibited two calculation for 

anonymization. First of all by including edges and besides by 

including vertices. As including vertices is extremely mind 

boggling process since we can't just include vertices into the 

graph, we require additionally to include edges as a matter of 

course. Consequently time taken by the including vertices is 

long when contrasted with including edges. Fig. 4. 

Demonstrates the points of interest of Facebook network 

dataset. 

 
Fig. 4. Snapshot of social circle dataset 

Table: III. 5-Anonlymized – Adding Edges Output 

Total Vertices 4039 

Vertices Added  0 

Total Edges 95420 

Edges Added 7186 (8.14%) 

Time Taken 3.59 sec 

Table: IV. 5-Anonlymized – Adding Vertices Output 

Total Vertices 4386 

Vertices Added  347 (8.59%) 

Total Edges 181487 

Edges Added 93253 (105.69%) 

Time Taken 16.65 sec 
 

 

Fig. 5. Shows the time taken for execution of two algorithms 
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6. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we proposed a productive k-anonymization 

calculation by changing the k-anonymity issue to the k-part 

hiding issue. We likewise proposed two imperative 

components of hiding information, that is, edge based and other 

is vertices based. We performed experiment, and the result 

shows that, by using edges none vertices are includes that 

means it takes less time. But when using vertices 

anonymization, large number of edges are added to the graph 

and hence takes more time. If there are large number of 

information to hide, the edges anonymization is efficient, since 

it takes less time to hide information. 
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